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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
 

Kartik Ramamurthy appointed PM World Correspondent in 
Bengaluru 
 
PMO Global Alliance representative in India joins International 
Correspondents Team for PM Word Journal & Library 
 
7 September 2021 – Bengaluru, India and Dallas, TX, USA – PM World has announced the 
appointment of Mr. Kartikeyan (Kartik) Ramamurthy as an International Correspondent for 
the PM World Journal (PMWJ) in India. Based in Bengaluru, Karnataka, India, Kartik is 
currently the India ambassador for the PMO Global Alliance (PMOGA). 
 
Kartik Ramamurthy is a certified PMP, PfMP, PMO-CP, SAFe Agilist5, 
DevOps Leader. He has more than 20 years’ experience in Project, 
Program, Portfolio management and PMOs. He is currently working in 
the role of Director-Strategy at Amadeus Labs. He is also interested 
and passionate about innovation and agility and has been involved in 
mentoring startups and corporate innovation programs. 
 
Kartik is also a member of the board of directors at the PMI Bengaluru 
Chapter. He holds a Master’s degree in Computer Applications from 
IMT Ghaziabad and a Bachelor of Science from Delhi University. He 
became an international correspondent for the PM World Journal in 
order to inform PMWJ readers about the PMO Global Alliance and India Hub activities in 
particular. 
 
To follow Kartik’s activities as a PMWJ correspondent, visit his profile page periodically at 
https://pmworldlibrary.net/kartikeyan-ramamurthy/.  
 
According to PMWJ editor David Pells, “I was introduced to Kartik by Mr. Gaurav Dhooper, 
President of the PMOGA India Community Hub, who was recently featured in a report by 
Ipek Ozguler about digital transformation that was published in the PMWJ. We are very 
happy to cooperate with the PMOGA India Hub and to have Mr. Ramamurthy join our 
correspondents team.” 
 
Mr. Ramamurthy stated, “The PMOGA India Hub team was recently formed, but is growing 
rapidly.  There are PMO’s all over India now; the PMOGA India Hub provides education and 
networking opportunities for PMO leaders here.  I look forward to sharing our progress with 
your readers.  Perhaps some will want to join us.” 
 
Pells added, “Kartik will be reporting news from both the PMOGA India Hub as well as from 
the local area. There appears to be a lot of PM activity going on in Bengaluru, the third 
largest city in India, that many of us are unaware of.  Now we can change that, as well as 
learn more about the PMO Global Alliance.” 
 
PM World correspondents are located in various countries, reporting news about local and 
regional projects and project management organizations, events and developments.  To see 
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current correspondents and to follow their work, visit https://pmworldlibrary.net/international-
correspondents/  
 
The PM World Journal (ISSN 2330-4480) is a web-based monthly publication featuring 
dozens of articles, papers and other works about projects and project management around 
the world. The PMWJ is produced and published by PM World which also maintains the PM 
World Library, a global resource for continuous learning in programme and project 
management.  To see the latest edition, go to www.pmworldjournal.net.  To learn more, visit 
www.pmworldlibrary.net.  
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